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Excitation of modes in each spike from a ruby laser with plane parallel mirrors has been 
investigated with a SFR-2M apparatus. From the near field pattern and the simultaneously 
obtained far field pattern it is concluded that the modes which are excited correspond to a 
spherical instead of a plane parallel resonator. This is explained by optical inhomogeneities 
in ruby and is the cause of the large divergence of the radiation beam from the laser. In 
moderate quality crystals additional divergence may be caused by scattering. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN optical masers, as in other generators of elec
tromagnetic oscillations, the excitation takes the 
form of characteristic oscillations (modes) deter
mined by the shape of the resonator, the distribu
tion of the index of refraction and the boundary 
conditions. 

The field amplitude distribution on the mirrors 
of the resonator corresponding to the excitation of 
a given mode has the form of a group of spots 
characteristic of that mode. The symmetry of the 
arrangement of spots is determined by the symme
try of the resonator and the type of oscillation. 
Knowing the near field pattern on the output mir
rors of the resonator, one may find by Huygens' 
principle the directional distribution of the radia
tion in space (the far field pattern). It is the 
Fourier transform of the near field distribution 
on the mirror. Its character will depend on the 
mode of oscillation. Therefore, knowing experi
mentally the near field distribution on the mirror 
and comparing it with the far field pattern of the 
radiation, we can obtain information on the types 
of modes excited in the laser. 

The distribution of radiation intensity on the 
end mirror of a laser corresponding to the exci
tation of particular modes has been studied for 
the gas laser[!] and for ruby[2-4J. The directional 
distribution of the radiation was not studied at the 
same time, nor was it compared with the near field 
pattern. This comparison is the subject of the 
present paper. 

Mode excitation in the various types of reso
nators used in lasers has been treated theoreti
cally in a series of papers [5- 8]. For example, 
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in a plane parallel resonator the field distribution 
u on the mirror has the form (for a rectangular 
mirror) [5 -7J 

u = u0 cos kxx cos k 11y, (1) 

where kx = mrr/Dxf3x; ky = nrr/Dyf3y; Dx and Dy 
are the dimensions of the mirror in the directions 
of the corresponding axes; m and n are integers; 
and t3x and t3y are coefficients equal to or close 
to unity; for an open resonator (without side walls ) 
these coefficients are complex. The radiation will 
propagate primarily in certain directions (in four 
directions in the case of a rectangular mirror ) 
making an angle J. >::; II. ( m 2 /D5c + n2 /D} ) 112 to the 
mirror normal. 

In a resonator with spherical mirrors having a 
radius of curvature R and a rectangular cross sec
tion and separated by a distance L modes will be 
excited =sJ with a near-field pattern of the following 
form (the z axis is along the axis of the resonator 
and the origin of coordinates is halfway between 
the mirrors ) : 

u = u0'1\Jm (x, z) 'Pn (y, z), 

'1\Jm (x, z) = Hm ( 2xV L 0A. (t +~2z I L0) 2)) 

[ 2:n:x2 -~ 
X exp -LoA. (1 + (2z I Lo)").J 

(the expression for 1/Jn ( y, z ) is similar), where 
Hm ( ~) are the Chebyshev-Hermite polynomials 

(2) 

of order m; m and n are integers equal to the 
number of zeroes in the corresponding polynomials 
Hm and Hn ("the angular indices of the mode"); 
II. is the wavelength of the light; L0 is the separa
tion between the mirrors of a confocal resonator 
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(i.e., one for which R = L0 ), which for z ~ L/2 
has the same field distribution as the spherical 
resonator, 

L0 = V2RL-U. (3) 

The phase is constant over the mirror surfaces; 
at other points in space the surfaces of constant 
phase are spheres with radii of curvature ~ L0 

and centers of curvature lying on the axis of the 
resonator. 

From (2) it is clear that the field distribution 
has the same form for various values of z; i.e., 
for various separations z from the center of the 
resonator the field distribution is geometrically 
similar and changes only in size. The active re
gion is smallest in size in the plane z = 0, where 
the surface of constant phase is a plane. In this 
plane the size of the active region has dimension 
D (measured to an intensity 0.03 times the max
imum): 

D = Xm V L 0 'A / n, (4) 

where the Km are coefficients whose values are 
given in Table I. The far-field pattern of the ra
diation is the Fourier transform of the field dis
tribution in the plane z = 0 and is similar in form 
to the near-field pattern. This is because the 
modes of a spherical resonator are described by 
functions (2) which are eigenfunctions of the 
Fourier transformation. 

Thus the radiation corresponding to a mode 
with index m propagates with a divergence vary
ing widely with m, viz: a total divergence (to 
0.03 times maximum intensity): 

cp = 2 VA/ L0:rtx;; = (2A/ D) (x~,/rr). (5) 

The frequency of the excited mode satisfies the 
following relations: 

~ = (~) 1 m + n (i- i_ ) 
c c ax I 4L n X • 

= -ifr + 4i (1--n4 x) • tan X= LLo-;LL , 
ax """ o ~-

(6) 

where q is an integer (the "axial index" of the 

Table I 

m m "'m 

I 

I 
0 1.86 I 8 4.73 
1 2.51 

I 
9 4.97 ., 2.97 10 

! 
5.18 ., 3.35 11 5.38 ,) I 

"' 3.68 12 5.57 
5 3.98 13 5.76 
(j 4.2S 14 5.93 
7 4.50 

-

mode). If R»L (or L0 »L),wehaveapprox
imately 

~c = (~c) ax + (m + n)·-2 = (~) ..L (m _j n) 1 -. /2 1tLo c ax I ~-· rr Jl RL • 

(7) 

THE EXPERIMENT 

As is well known the output of a ruby laser oc
curs in pulses (spikes). Within a given spike sev
eral modes are excited having the same angular 
but different axial indices [S]. To study mode ex
citation in individual spikes lasting 0.3-0. 7 sec, 
a fast SFR-2M framing camera was used in the 
"time magnifier" mode (i.e., showing sequential 
development). In order to get simultaneous pic
tures of the near and far field patterns using a 
single SFR camera, the laser beam was sent 
through a beam splitter. The separate beams 
then passed through different optical systems 
(Fig. 1) and fell on two openings in a special en
trance diaphragm in the SFR-2M. This made it 
possible to record the two field distributions si
multaneously 0 . The cross sections of the beams 
in the plane of the diaphragm were several times 
smaller than the size of the diaphragm, so that no 
vignetting of the laser light occurred. Each pair 
of exposures on the film corresponded to the si-

a 

M 
0, ,EJ 

b 

~, o, ~o FOi D 

20 em 
1------! 

FIG. 1. Optical system: a-for photographing the near field 
pattern on the mirror (M-end mirror of the resonator, 0 1 and 
0 2 -lenses with focal lengths f, = 30 em and f2 = 5 em, M,
first image of the mirror, M,02 = f2 , D-diaphragm); b-for 
photographing the far field pattern of the radiation (M' -end 
mirror of the resonator, 0'1 and 0'2-lenses with focal lengths 
f', = 70 em and f'2 = 5 em, D-diaphragm, and M' 0', = O'F = f',, 
F0'2 = f~). 

1lln the SFR-2M camera as it left the factory, the entrance 
aperture consisted of two (or four) rectangular holes, move
able with respect to each other. Our diaphragm consisted of 
two rectangular holes arranged one over the other. 
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FIG. 2. Simultaneous near field 
(below) and far field (above) pat
terns for different spikes. The mir
rors are on the ends of the crystal. 
The length of the crystal is 5 em 
(the outline of the end face is vis
ible in the pictures). a- TEM00 

mode, b- TEM01, c - TEM04 , d-h
more complicated modes; i- TEM2 14 

(h and i show only the near field ' 
pattern on the mirror). 

multaneous recording of the near field pattern on 
an end mirror and the far field pattern (directional 
distribution) during one or several spikes, depend
ing on the exposure time. The exposure time of a 
frame could be varied from 1.6 to 12 J.LSec. by 
varying the rate of rotation of the mirror in the 
camera. The interval between successive frames 
was twice the exposure time. 

The laser employed a ruby crystal in the form 
of a polished cylinder of length l = 50 mm, and 
diameter about 7 mm. having plane parallel ends. 
The optic axis c of the crystal was perpendicular 
to the axis of the rod, hence the polarization of 
the laser output was always the same (the electric 
vector was perpendicular to the z axis [toJ). Ex
periments were made both with the mirrors on the 
ends of the crystal and with external plane mir
rors. Since the pump energy only slightly exceeded 
the laser threshold, focusing of the pump light by 
the cylindrical walls of the ruby rod [U] caused 
only the central region of the crystal to be excited. 

RESULTS 

We show in Fig. 2 individual exposures which 
record simultaneously the far field radiation pat
tern and the near field pattern on the mirror. Dif
ferent frames, corresponding to different spikes, 
exhibit different patterns-from a single, simple 
spot to a complicated distribution of a large num
ber of spots. A single mode is characterized by 
a pattern exhibiting to some degree a symmetric 
distribution of spots. More exactly, such a dis
tribution corresponds to the simultaneous excita
tion of several modes which have the same angu
lar index but different axial indices [9]. For brev
ity we will speak of a single mode in this case. 

We ascertained that the different spots of such 
a pattern belonged to a single mode, i.e., were 
mutually coherent, by obtaining interference be
tween the various spots using apparatus described 
in [9]. This experiment was done by superposing 
two images of the intensity distribution (the direct 
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image and a rotated image ) ; the resulting picture 
showed vertical interference bands (Fig. 3). 

It is clear from the exposures in Fig. 2 that the 
near and far field patterns are similar. It follows 
that the modes excited in the laser correspond to 
a spherical cavity rather than to a plane parallel 
cavity. The general form of the near-field patterns 
on the mirror also reminds one of patterns obtained 
from lasers with spherical mirrors ( cf. for ex
ample [tJ). Measurements were made of the rela
tive separations between minima in the intensity 
distributions characterizing several modes (for 
example modes like those shown in Figs. 2c, g, i). 
It was found that the minima were not equidistant 
as they should be for a plane parallel resonator 
[ Eq. (1)), whereas their arrangement agrees with 
the distribution of zeroes of the functions 1/Jm ( cal
culated in [ 12 J). 

FIG. 3. Interference between two images of the far field 
pattern, one rotated with respect to the other around the ver
tical axis (for two different spikes). 

Moreover it follows from (5) that the total angu
lar divergence of the beam r.p and the size of the 
excited region D for a mode in a plane where the 
wave front is plane (and because of the boundary 
conditions the plane of the mirror should be a 
surface of constant phase) are related by the re
lationship -J r.pD = Km -J 2A./7r . Using the pictures 
of several modes 2>, measurements were made of 
the total beam divergence r.p and the size of the 
excited region D of the mode on the mirror (for 
various mirror separations and various crystals), 
and the values of -J r.pD were compared with the 
calculated values. The results of this comparison 
are shown in Table II. As can be seen from the 
table, the experimental and theoretical values dif
fer by no more than 3-4%, which is very good 
agreement under our experimental conditions. 
Also shown in the table are the values of L0 -the 
separation between mirrors of the corresponding 

2lSince the theory["] was worked out only for modes with 
rectangular symmetry, we selected only this type of modes 
from the great diversity of modes observed in these experi
ments. 

confocal resonator calculated from the formula 
L0 = 2D/ r.p [which follows from (4) and (5)]. The 
reasons for the excitation of modes corresponding 
to a spherical resonator will be discussed in the 
following section. 

The sequence in which the various modes were 
excited was followed throughout the length of the 
pumping pulse. Near the beginning of laser action, 
in the initial spikes, simple modes are excited 
(Figs. 2a and b). These modes are almost purely 
axial and are excited in a small region of the 
crystal of dimension D ::::; 0.3 mm. Following this 
the extent of the laser action region grows (in our 
experiments to 2-3 mm ), and more complex 
modes, which differ markedly from purely axial, 
are excited (Figs. 2d, e, and f). At the same time 
one observes two (and sometimes more) groups 
of spots on the mirror; each group of spots has 
a symmetric arrangement. The far field pattern 
is similarly observed to be a superposition of two 
patterns. This means that there are two (or cor
respondingly more) regions in the crystal where 
modes are excited. 

It was also observed that increasing the sepa
ration between the external mirrors L led to the 
excitation of simpler modes. 

The deviation in frequency of an excited non
axial mode from the frequency of the correspond
ing purely axial mode can be calculated from (7). 
It is interesting to compare this quantity with the 
frequency difference c/L between adjacent axial 
modes: 

\'- Vax 

cj2L 
4(m+n)L. 

nLo 

For the modes listed in Table II this ratio can 
reach two. 

The near field patterns on the two opposite mir
rors were investigated simultaneously. Pictures 
taken with the SFR camera are shown in Fig. 4. 
It is clear that the patterns on both mirrors are 
identical (the small difference in scale and the 
rotation of one of the images are due to the fact 
that different optical systems were used in photo
graphing the two ends ) . 

The orientation of the spot patterns relative to 
the crystallographic c axis was found to be ran
dom; no correlation was observed between the 
symmetry of the spot patterns and the orientation 
of the optic axis. 

In some crystals, and sometimes in the same 
crystal but with variation of the region of laser 
action, the radiation distribution exhibited a more 
complicated character. In these cases the pic
tures corresponding to modes were accompanied 
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Table II. Beam divergence cp, dimension D of mode excitation 
region, comparison with theory, and magnitude of inhomo

geneity o for different modes, different crystals 
(crystal length l = 5 em ) , and different 

distances between outer mirrors L 

D,mm VcpD ·10', V¥"xm·102 , Lo. em t. em 5, f.L m cp experiment calculated 

Crystal A L = 5 em 

0 6.35' 0.80 1.32 1.24 73 156 0.8 
2 9.6' 0.96 1. 78 1.98 58 100 1.2 
4 12.3' 1,34 2.38 2.45 64 120 1.0 
6 15. 7' 1.60 2.94 2.83 60 107 1.2 

12 16.8' 2:27 3.62 ;) . 71 80 180 0.7 

Crystal B L = 21 em 

I 
I 

I 2 5 ~ 7' 1.95 

f 

1. 96 1.98 195 390 0.3 
6 8.6' 2.30 2.61 2.83 155 

I 
250 0.5 

10 I 12.6' 2.70 3.42 3.44 125 170 0.7 

Crystal C L = 30 em 

{? 4.6' 0.96 1.24 1.24 120 120 1.0 
4.4' 1.35 1.43 1.67 180 250 0.5 

H 4.4' 1.51 1.50 1.67 200 310 0.4 
8,4' 1.62 2.23 2.23 112 110 1.1 

13 11.5' 3. 76 3.87 3.83 18.5 270 0.5 

Crystal D L = 30 em 

{? 3.22' 1.04 1.07 1.24 185 270 I 0.45 
4.33' 1.59 1.54 1.67 215 355 

I 
0.25 

5 10,1' 2.32 2.85 2.65 135 145 0.8 

Crystal B L = 49 em 

1 
2 

4. 7' 
4,4' 

1.50 
1.52 

1.55 
1.63 

FIG. 4. Simultaneous out
put distributions on opposite 
mirrors (for two different 
spikes). 

by a complicated background and a large number 
of irregularly distributed spots (Fig. 5). Evidently 
the complex background is due to the scattering 
of light by foreign inclusions, and the extra spots 
(light patches ) are due to reflections at boundaries 
between microcrystals approximately parallel to 
the rod axis. This scattering further increases 
the divergence of the laser beam. The mirrors 
of the cavity act as a Fabry-Perot interferometer 

1.67 
1.98 

190 
200 

220 
240 

0.6 
0.5 

for this scattered light and cause it to appear pri
marily at angles .9- to the axis which satisfy the 
conditions for the Fabry-Perot interferometer [13]. 

When the mirrors are located on the ends of the 
crystal these conditions have the form 

2L~-t cos it' = p"A, sin 'l't = 1-1 sin{}', (8) 

where f.1. is the index of refraction of ruby, p is an 
integer, and .9-' is the angle of the light beam with 
respect to the axis inside the ruby. In this case 
the far field radiation pattern will have the form 
of rings satisfying conditions (8); as is well known, 
these rings have been observed experimentally 
(cf. for example [ 13 •14J). 

DISCUSSION 

It may be assumed that the excitation of modes 
corresponding to a spherical cavity is due in our 
case to the optical inhomogeneities of a real crys
tal. We assume that the variation of the refractive 
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FIG. S. Radiation patterns in crystals with scattering. 
Below, near field pattern on a mirror; above, the far field 
pattern. Mirror separation 25 em. 

index within an optical inhomogeneity is such that 
the length of the optical path parallel to the axis 
of the rod and going through the center of the in
homogeneity is greater by an amount 6 than the 
optical path length at a distance a from the center 
of the inhomogeneity. To first approximation 6 
depends quadratically on a. It was shown by 
Hercher [ 15] that laser action occurs initially near 
such regions. Thus the effect of the inhomogeneity 
is the same as that of a positive lens with a focal 
length f = a2/2o. 

If a lens with focal length f is placed alongside 
one of the mirrors (which are separated by a dis
tance L) inside a plane parallel resonator, the 
resonator will be equivalent to a spherical reso
nator with mirror separation 2 L and radius of 
curvature of the mirrors f. In this case the cor
responding value of L0, as given by (3), is L0 

= -./ 4Lf- 4Lf2 . If the lens is placed at the center 
of the resonator, it will be equivalent to a spheri
cal cavity with a mirror separation L and a ra
dius of curvature of the mirrors 2f. In this case 
L0 = -./ 4Lf- L2 . In the general case 

(9) 

From experiment we know the values of L0 for 
the modes excited (Table II). The quantity a can 
be set equal to half the size of the laser-action re
gion at the mirror; it is clear from Fig. 2 that 
a ""' 1.5 mm. Knowing L0 and a we can use (9) 
to calculate the effective focal length f of the in
homogeneity and also the quantity 6. These values 
are given in Table II. It was assumed that a ""' 1.4 
for the cases where L was 5, 21, and 30 em and 
a = 2 for L = 49 em, in accordance with the posi
tion of the crystal inside the resonator. It is clear 
from Table II that the inhomogeneities which give 

rise to the excitation of spherical modes are quite 
small, no larger than 1.5 IJ... We examined the in
ternal optical inhomogeneity of our crystals by 
means of a Michelson interferometer, as was done 
in [ 15], and found that the variation in optical length 
of the crystals was not more than 1-1.5 IJ.. for a 
2-3 mm cross-section. Thus we have good agree
ment. 

In addition to the inhomogeneities it already 
possesses, the crystal may become inhomogeneous 
during the course of laser action due to uneven 
heating by the pump light. The focusing of the 
pump light by the cylindrical surface of the ruby 
[i1J and the better heat transfer at the surface of 
the crystal cause the central portion of the crystal 
to be heated more strongly than the peripheral re
gion. In ruby the index of refraction increases with 
temperature [ 17], and hence the inhomogeneity pro
duced by heating the crystal will be similar to a 
positive lens which, as was discussed above, pro
motes laser action. 

We assume that all of the pump light is ab
sorbed only by chromium atoms and that the frac
tion of pump light absorbed in each of the three 
absorption bands of chromium is the same. Then, 
taking account of the fact that the luminescence 
quantum efficiency of ruby is 70% [16], we find that 
the luminescence energy yield due to excitation by 
pump light is ""'20%. The remaining 80% is con
verted into heat. Near threshold slightly more 
than one half the chromium atoms are in the ex
cited state. Knowing the concentration of chro
mium atoms N and the heat capacity of ruby, 
C = 3 joules/cm3 deg, we find that the temperature 
of ruby near threshold increases by an amount b. T 
= c-1( 80/20 )hv • N/2, where v is the transition 
frequency. This quantity turns out to be about 
0.5-1°. Taking 8L/8T and o!J../oT from [17 ] we 
find that the optical length of the resonator varies 
due to heating by no more than 1.5 IJ..· The inhomo
geneities 6 due to uneven heating cannot exceed 
this amount. 

Thus the reason for the excitation of modes cor
responding to a spherical resonator is the presence 
of optical inhomogeneities in the crystal. These 
may either be present in the crystal from the time 
of its growth, or may arise during laser action by 
uneven heating due to the pump light. At present 
there is not enough experimental data to indicate 
which type of inhomogeneity is more important. 

It is clear from Table II that the magnitude of 
6 is different for different modes. It is possible 
that differences in thermal inhomogeneity are re
sponsible for this. It should also be kept in mind 
however that different modes are excited in differ-
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ent regions of the crystal having, probably, differ
ent values of the quantity o. 

It is clear from the pictures that the modes ex
cited in different spikes have different types of 
symmetry. Clearly the character of the inhomo
geneity and its symmetry determine the symme
try properties of the excited modes. For example 
if the optical effect of an inhomogeneity is similar 
to an astigmatic lens with different effective focal 
lengths f in two perpendicular planes, then a mode 
will be excited having rectangular symmetry (this 
type of mode occurs in Table II). For several 
such modes the values <P and D were measured 
in perpendicular directions (these quantities, be
longing to a single mode, are connected in Table II 
by curly brackets). It is clear from the table that 
the obtained quantities f and o are in fact differ
ent. 

The sequence of mode excitation during the 
pumping pulse may be explained as follows. It 
follows from (4) that the region of mode excitation 
grows in size with increasing angular complexity 
of the mode, i.e., with increasing m. Near the 
beginning of laser action the region of population 
inversion in the crystal is small and therefore only 
low order modes can be excited, modes with small 
m. As the pump power increases the region of 
laser action grows and higher order modes can 
be excited, as is indeed observed. 

Thus the general picture of mode excitation in 
lasers with plane parallel mirrors is as follows. 
Optical inhomogeneities, whether present in the 
crystal or due to uneven heating by pump light, 
distort the resonator and excite modes correspond
ing to a spherical resonator 3>. In the latter type 
of resonator the region of mode excitation is very 
much compressed [see Eq. (4)], and the separation 
between neighboring maxima d in the near-field 
pattern on the mirrors decreases to about 0.2 mm. 
At the same time the beam divergence <P due to 
diffraction and given by the formula <P ~ 2A./d will 
be rather large (as large as 20' ) . This explains 
the large divergence of the output beam of a ruby 
laser with plane mirrors 4 >. When a spherical res
onator is used it is the shape of the mirrors which 
determines the excitation of the modes and the op
tical inhomogeneities have the role of small per
turbations. 

3lThe excitation of modes corresponding to a spherical 
cavity also explains the relative insensitivity of the laser 
characteristics to mirror adjustment observed in [18], since 
adjustment requirements for the spherical cavity are much 
less than for the plane parallel case. 

4lA similar conclusion was also reached recently in [19]. 

The exact formula for the total beam divergence 
has the form 

(10) 

In this formula the quantity f characterizing the 
inhomogeneity occurs in a fourth root. This ex
plains why laser beam divergence varies very little 
from crystal to crystal. Similarly Eq. (10) gives a 
stronger dependence of <P on the separation between 
the mirrors L than is experimentally observed; the 
divergence decreases with increasing L. Moreover 
it follows from (4) that the region where modes are 
excited increases with increasing L, and hence for 
a given size of excitation region lower modes are 
excited for large L than for small L; this too is 
observed experimentally. 

From the same equation (4) we can find the max
imum size of an inhomogeneity for which the reso
nator will still function as a plane parallel cavity. 
For this it is clearly necessary that the size of 
the excited region D for an axial mode ( m = 0) be 
larger than the diameter of the crystal D0• Com
bining (4) and (3), we obtain 

;n:2 D~ ct2 

f> 4t-h~ r +-:rL. 

Putting D0 = 5 mm, L = 10 em, a = 1, and Ko 
= 1.86 we find that f must be > 2.55 x 105 em. 
This corresponds to o = 1.2 x 10-7 em. At present 
it is impossible to obtain ruby crystals of this de
gree of uniformity; moreover it would be useless 
to do so since the inhomogeneities due to heating 
of the crystal during laser action are always larger. 

We may thus draw the following conclusion. The 
beam divergence of a ruby laser is due to the exci
tation of modes corresponding to a spherical reso
nator, which in turn is due to optical inhomogenei
ties in the ruby. In crystals of medium quality 
this divergence is further increased by scattering 
in the crystals. 

The authors express sincere thanks to M. D. 
Galanin for discussions and constant interest in 
the work and to L. A. Va1nshte1n for discussions. 
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